
 
Star Riley founded The Infinity Miner Group to inspire others to create financial empowerment.

Passive Income Network Launches New System to
Help People Make Income With Cryptocurrency
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The majority of
people have no
idea about Bitcoin
and
Cryptocurrency,
how it works or
how they can
create passive

income mining currency.

(Newswire.net -- February 8, 2018) -- The majority of people have no idea about Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency, how it
works or how they can create passive income mining currency. With this new system, anyone can join a pool and cloud
mine cryptocurrencies generating a passive income every 3 hours.

The Passive Income Network announced today that it has launched a new online network http://InfinityMiner.com to
help people make income with Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency. The project stands for the group's vision of mining for a
long time. While other people only invest directly in Cryptocurrency and Bitcoins, The Infinity Miner Group actually
profits from mining or creating these cryptocurrencies.

The group was started by Star Riley, an entrepreneur who started with 10 shares and grew that to 100 in about 2
weeks using the “Infinity Miner” system, reinvesting passively every 3 hours and helping others do the same.

“Passive income and compounding interest is amazing enough by themselves, but together create a truly powerful
advantage for the average person.” said Star Riley. “Without a doubt, you have to make a commitment to the process.
After all, the longer time your resources grow, the more impact investing can have on your financial bottom line.”

InfinityMiner.Com offers users the ability to mine several cryptocurrencies, based on what produces the best results,
free membership and the most current update of cryptocurrency prices. The group provides additional access to news
as well as free signals from associate channels. Visitors can sign up for easy access and have the ability to also mine
for currency in the pool. Many praise Infinity Miner and the group focused on passive income, providing resources for
the people interested. Signals, News and Opinions about Cryptocurrency can be found at
https://t.me/joinchat/E80Vdw1plgPQJWejnp8vyw or the Financial Empowerment Facebook Group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/myusafinancial with a growing group of over 4038 people.

Star Riley founded The Infinity Miner Group to inspire others to create financial empowerment, just as he did. Star
began with only 500 euros - and after looking at his conventional savings account considered this humiliating and
extremely low considering the income he generated over a years time. Using his easy promotional plan along with
InfinityMiner.com, he was quickly able to get to more than 100 shares while doing other more active financial activities.
He is very passionate about all things related to financial awareness and success through entrepreneurialism.

For more information, visit: http://InfinityMiner.com.
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